RESORT OVERVIEW
The Brando is a unique resort and model of sustainable technology on a private island.
The resort is located on Motu Onetahi in Tetiaroa, the former playground of Tahitian Kings,
in French Polynesia’s idyllic islands. Purchased by Marlon Brando in 1966, the resort was
inspired by Brando’s original vision to create a venture of sustainable development that
resonates with visitors and also fosters opportunities to get to know both the place and
people of French Polynesia.
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The private hideaway of Motu Onetahi is nestled among white sands, shielded from view
by a screen of waving coconut palms and features lush vegetation and the impossibly blue
waters of the lagoon. The Brando features 35 private villas, two restaurants, two bars, a
spa built over a tropical pond, a fitness center, tennis court, infinity pool, organic fruit
orchard, vegetable garden, scientific research eco-station facility, and various island
activities including scuba diving, bonefish fly fishing, and archaeological tours of ancient
Polynesian sites.

RESORT VILLAS
Vi
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• 30 One Bedroom Villas
• 4 Two Bedroom Villas
• 1 Three Bedroom Villa

One-Bedroom Villas: The interior of each 96-sq.-m villa has been designed to enhance
the serenity of the surroundings, with the feeling of the indoors and outdoors merged
together. Pass beneath a covered porch and stroll the boardwalk that leads to the front
door. Enter into a cozy sitting room in tasteful shades of ecru and taupe, furnished with
soft and comfortable chairs and sofas. To the side is a media room to listen to music and
watch movies on the TV/DVD. WiFi is accessible throughout the villa and its exterior sun

decks. A walkthrough dressing area adjoins the spacious bedroom, where a king-size bed
invites you to relax and gaze through a large window at the lagoon, visible through a
screen of pandanus, miki miki, and coconut trees. The adjoining bathroom features a
welcoming outdoor bathtub, set modestly behind a wooden screen. Outdoors, the villa’s
private 56-sq.-m terraced deck adorned with chaise lounges, leads to a 10-sq.-m plunge
pool. To the side, is a shaded table and chairs. Just beyond the natural boundary of the
villa is private access to the white-sand beach.
Two-Bedroom Villas: All the appointments of a one-bedroom villa—plus many built-in
extras—in any of the four, 168-sq.-m two-bedroom villas. Each two-story structure rises
up from a lush forest of coconut palms and puatea trees. Inside, a large, airy living room
combines all the features of the one-bedroom villa’s sitting and media rooms. The living
room also provides a private dining area with seating for six, a kitchen for the resort’s chef
to use for private functions for villa guests, and a wide entryway onto a large, two-tiered
deck. In these villas, the second bedroom is situated directly above the first. Outside, the
villa’s 154-sq.-m private yard has a larger deck area and 13-sq.-m plunge pool.
Three-Bedroom Villas: The resort’s only three-bedroom villa on Mermaid Bay can
accommodate gatherings of six family or friends. This 246-sq.-m getaway boasts all the
features of the two-bedroom villa but on an even larger scale. Separated from the main
villa is the third bedroom, which includes its own dressing room, bathroom, and outdoor
bathtub. The private 206-sq.-m outdoor space, also includes an expanded deck and 22sq.-m pool.
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RESORT FACILITIES
Beachfront Restaurant: Exceptional lagoon and ocean views for savoring breakfast,
lunch, and dinner to in this casually elegant, indoor/outdoor venue. The menu features a
variety of Polynesian-inspired dishes and French-style cuisine.
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Fine Dining Restaurant: Open for dinner only, this 20-person, air-conditioned fine dining
venue features sweeping views, a world-class wine cellar, and the cuisine of Guy Martin,
Chef Propriétaire of the three-star Michelin-rated Le Grand Véfour Restaurant in Paris. The
menu will offer the same flavors and quality that have made his restaurant one of the most
respected dining establishments in Paris. The restaurant features a roof shaped like an
upside down canoe, elegant décor in beautiful tones of tropical light and sand, and a moat
that surrounds the restaurant provides the sensation of floating on a lagoon.
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Main Bar Lounge: Located on the second floor, this open-air lounge with a comfortable
arrangement of sofas and chairs features splendid views of the lagoon and sunsets over
Moorea. A wooden walkway leads to a more intimate pocket of seating.
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Dirty Old Bob’s Bar: Named in honor of Marlon Brando’s factotum on film sets, Bob, who
became friends with the actor. At the end of each day, they would wind up at the bar
together. The original bar from lodge that Marlon Brando built is showcased here. The
name has been kept out of respect for Marlon Brando, and for all those who work
anonymously to bring his vision to life. The open air bar is set right on the beach where the
sand is the floor, and seating is in the round on high rustic benches. It is the perfect place
for watching the sunset or gathering with friends for an evening cocktail.
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Main Pool: The resort’s infinity pool is located on the beach. Around the pool, guests can
relax on one of the deck chairs under the shade of an umbrella and enjoy the
companionship of other guests.
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Spa Arii Vahine: Set in a lush, tropical oasis where the Tahitian royal family retreated to
relax or indulge in rituals of beauty, Spa Arii Vahine which means “Queen’s Spa” in Tahitian,
offers the finest holistic treatments inspired by ancient Polynesia traditions coupled with
world-class modern techniques. Surrounded by more than 21,350 square feet (more than
2,000 square meters) of forest and plants, the spa offers a sense of privacy, as well as
dramatic views over a tropical pond. A unique Spa Suite nests in the trees, offering a
memorable experience, and other amenities include steam baths, a waterfall, tea lounge,
and yoga shelter.
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Concierge & Cultural Lounge: In this two-story building, you’ll find the Concierge, who
is available to help guests plan activities at The Brando. Upstairs, in the Cultural Lounge,
learn about Polynesian culture through books, lectures, demonstrations, and other
activities.
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The Library: A quiet and relaxed environment to read, watch TV, surf the Internet, enjoy
snacks and refreshments.
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Youth Club: A place where the younger generation can gather to relax and enjoy activities
designed specifically for them.
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EcoStation: An institute with a laboratory where scientists from around the world can
conduct scientific research in the field for preserving Tetiaroa and also help tropical islands
everywhere find their own path to sustainable development. Complimentary interactive
visits are available.
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Activities and Excursions: Enjoy Tetiaroa’s royal history and culture through dance,
music, storytelling, and other cultural experiences. Experience nature’s bounty discovering
plants, birds, old native forest, a lemon shark nursery, and other marine life. Explore
spectacular lagoons by Polynesian canoe, kayak, paddleboard, snorkeling, or SCUBA
diving. Other activities include: fly fishing to catch one-of-a-kind Tetiaroa bonefish; taking a

guided tour of the atoll’s motus; stargazing with a naturalist; swimming at Mermaid Bay or
relaxing at the beach or pool.
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Organic Garden & Orchard: Every day, The Brando’s chef selects fresh, organically
grown fruits and vegetables grown from the orchard and garden on Tetiaroa to prepare for
guests in the dining venues.
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Fitness: The Brando offers a fitness room equipped with cardio and strength training
equipment and is accessible 24 hours a day.
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Tennis Court: The Brando offers top notch tennis facilities and equipment for use.
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Luxury Pearl Shop: Exclusive Tahitian Black Pearl jewelry by Hinerava, a local designer
known for her “island chic” appeal.
Resort Boutique: Everything from toiletry essentials to mementos. Among the items
available are cosmetics, creams and suntan oils that are coral and lagoon-friendly; apparel
and footwear; artwork; books and music; postcards and stamps; cigarettes; and snacks.
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Meeting Room: The Brando is the ideal venue for a business meeting or incentive
program and offers a meeting room equipped with the latest presentation equipment.
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Special Celebrations: The Brando can arrange special celebrations for honeymoons,
weddings, anniversaries, and birthdays.
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Room Service: As a guest of The Brando, dine any time, day or night. Room service is
available, so that guests can enjoy a meal in the privacy of their villa, al fresco on their
private deck, or a romantic picnic on the beach.

